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Abstract 

In order to protect and secure a video, watermark is added within data of video, to avoid conceal 
the watermark in fixed location of the frames of video, this paper indicates an approach for selecting 
an active object that characterizes with motion activity this means its corresponding trajectory has 
complex shape in distribution of x and y coordinates without gradual and sequential of points 
distribution, whereas this object's trajectory has unexpected distribution of points for its motion and 
position changing throughout frames of an input video. The approach of this paper depends on the 
concept of metric space with allocation of epsilon parameter which implements the maximum distance 
that can aid to determine the way or shape of distribution a trajectory's point, and specify which a 
trajectory with the complex shape and there are more curvatures in it in order to conceal the 
watermark in an object that corresponds to a trajectory that is selected by the approach that was 
indicated in details in this paper.  

 Keywords: Information Hiding, Video Object Trajectory, Video Watermarking, 
Complex and Curvature Trajectory, Metric Space. 

 1. Introduction 
 In communications ways when the sender sends his/her information to other parity, it may be stolen 
or modified, so that it needs a protection and security way in order to ensure preservation of original 
information. To secure the data of multimedia which is in digital form, information is added within it; 
multimedia can be image, video, audio, or text [1]. There are many methods of data securing and 
protecting such as cryptography, watermarking, and steganography. Each one has its characteristics 
and appropriate applications in wide range of data transitions, Whereas a method of converting the 
source data to another form which is non-readable if the foreign user gets it, except the authorized 
receiver user can transform it to the original form and can reads it, this protection schema is called 
cryptography [2]. Another different preserving way is by conceal certain information which is in a 
digital form as text or picture to preserve the absentee of information, this is named as watermarking, 
while a schema of writing a data such as any digital signal (audio file, image, text, and video) in 
another signal that is called a cover, named as steganography [3]. To avoid concealing the watermark 
in fixed location of the frames of video, so that video objects are tracked, whereas video object tracking  
refers to estimating object's position over time, the video tracking aims to locate target objects in 
consecutive frames of video. A trajectory can be defied as the path that an object moving on it, it is a 
set of (x-position, y-position) points. Trajectories are the moving objects' traveling during time such as 
motion of a person, a vehicle, etc. [4]. 

There were many researches worked with trajectory's treatment, Thi-Lan [5] segmented the 
trajectory into subtrajectories according to movement's characteristics using control points that are  
selected along the trajectory, these points have high curvature. With extraction from trajectories the 
control points, using distance ratio and sequences of direction of movement to represent the trajectories, 
with similarity evaluation using Edit Distance. Thanh [6] proposed new descriptor of spatio temporal to 
recognize an action by modelling it from many trajectories, and extracted the features of dominant 
points that were detected from these trajectories. Soleymani [7] used movement's features (cross scale 
analysis) in classification of objects, whereas parameters of movement (glance, velocity and distance 
traveled) were computed from trajectories of GPS. Ryoo [8] presented a representation of feature for 
activity recognition of first person videos depends on time series pooling, by keeping track the changes 
in values of descriptor over time and representing the motion in activity video. Luca [9] discovered 
patterns that are consistent in bottom-up strategy, whereas every trajectory was attached to a different 
moved part of an object. Since the state of the art features employs single trajectories, and to get more 
discriminative action motions, pairs of trajectories descriptor were used that are entirely relied on the 
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motion. Bingbing [10] recognized and labeled an action using local features of a trajectory which are 
related to motion parts, in the first step candidates of motion parts are generated, and in the second step 
an objective function was used to select an appropriate term or label for each motion action.  

In this paper after tracking the video objects and depending on an algorithm of watermark 
concealing, either selecting the most two active objects in its motion over the frames of video, or the 
most active object and hide the watermark in this object that has the motion activity depending on its 
trajectory over the frames. 
 
2. Video Tracking 
 

In computer vision there are many important areas such as segmentation, detection, tracking, and 
classification of moved objects, one of the problems that is studied and has many applications is 
tracking of an object, which depends on many factors like the availability of a prior knowledge about 
an object and what is the parameters type that will be tracked such as contour, location, etc.   

A typical system of target tracking composes of three components, a  model of object's appearance 
at particular location, a motion model (e.g. the relation of locations of an object over time, and a search 
mechanism to find the most likely location of an object in the current frame of video. Because of the 
dynamicity of the visual world and finitely number of objects that are moved across scenes of a video, 
there is assumption of immense importance. The cameras of video capture information of interested 
objects, the information are represented as sets of images whereas the pixels construct an image. To 
track the moving objects, it is necessary to segment these objects in the first frame (image), then detect 
and track them in the image sequences of a video, whereas in the tracking operation the location of 
each moving object is estimated over time by modelling the relationship between the appearance of 
target and values of its corresponding pixel. 

The three steps in video analyzing are detecting moving objects, keeping track of objects, and 
analyzing the tracks of objects for recognizing their behavior, whereas a tracker provides object's 
information like area, shape, orientation, or location [4][11].  
object tracking is relevant with many tasks such as: 

- Recognition based on motion (for example when identify a human basing on gait, detecting an 
object automatically). 

- Video indexing (e.g.  video annotation and retrieval),  
- Surveillance systems which means detecting events that are unlikely and suspected activities. 
- Monitoring the traffic. 
- Path planning and avoiding of obstacles to track the movement of vehicle. 
Tracking of objects can be complicated because: 
- There is noise in images. 
- Some of information can be loss. 
- The motion of an object is complex. 
- There are partial or full occlusions in objects.  
- Some objects are articulated. 
- Requiring of real time processing. 
- Complex shapes of objects. 
- Changing in illumination of scene. 

Video tracking refers to the locating process of an object or many objects that is moving throughout 
video frames. The trajectory's  generation requires locating at time (t) the coordinates x, y of a moving 
object that is referred to as {(x1, y1, t1), (x2, y2, t2), ..., (xN, yN, tN)}, whereas (xi, yi) refers to the 
coordinates of moving object at time ti. Object tracking aims to track a moving object by establishing 
correspondence between objects in series of frames, then to extract features information  like speed, 
trajectory, direction, behavior, velocity, directional distance, glance, and others. The tracking operation 
requires detection of an object either in the first appearance in video or in each frame over time 
[11][12]. 
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3. Metric Space 
 

Metric space identifies the term of distance in real line, let S be a non-empty set of points (where as 
the groups of points is called a curve that its coordinates are continuous functions with time variable), 
where a pair (S, d) represents a metric space whereas d is a metric (e.g. distance function) that defined 
on set S [13]. 

The metric d(a, b) means a distance from point a (a1, a2) to point b (b1, b2), which is defined to be: 
( − ) + ( − )                                                        (1) 

This distance function assigns a real number; d(a, b); to each pair of points (a and b) in set S if it 
has the following characteristics for all a, b, and c ∈ S [14]:  Positivity : It means that a distance is greater than zero, such that d(a, b) > 0.  Non-degenerated : It means that a distance be a zero if a=b then d(a, b) = 0.  Symmetry : It means that a distance does not base on direction (e.g. a distance from a to b point is 

the same as it from b to a point) such that d(a, b) = d(b, a).  Triangle disparity : It means that d(a, c) <= d(a, b) + d(b, c). 
   
4. Proposed Method of Active Object's Selection 

 
To determine the active object which has complex shape trajectory, the first step is splitting input 

video to set of frames, and getting the objects in the first frame, then tracking all the object throughout 
all the frames of an input video. The tracking operation results the path (trajectory) for each video 
object, whereas the trajectory consists of point, each point is represented in x and y coordinates which 
implements the position of a center of an object. 

 
4.1.  First Approach 
 This approach depends on selecting each time three points sequentially, and computing the distance 
between the second point of selected three points and the middle point that is in the line between first 
and third points of selected three points as in the following algorithm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Algorithm 1 : Determining Complex Trajectory (Based on mid-Point). 
Input:     Video Object Trajectories (Sets of n points, each point as (x,y)). 
Output:  More Complex Trajectory. 
Begin 

Step 1:             For each video object trajectory  
  Step 1-1:        Reduce the trajectory's points (make each point has one appearance). 
  Step 1-2:        Set accumulator variable to zero.   
  Step 1-3:        For each point i in the current trajectory do (except the last two points). 
    Step 1-3-1:   Take the two subsequent points of current point, this forms three points.  
    Step 1-3-2:   Compute the distance of line between the first and third points as:     
                                     line = ( − ) + ( − )             where  j=i+2. 
    Step 1-3-3:  Find the middle point mid that lies in the line between first and third 
                        points. 
    Step 1-3-4:  Compute the distance dist between the second point and computed  
                         middle point as: dist = ( − ) + ( − )  
    Step 1-3-5:   Increment the accumulator by the calculated dist. 
    Step 1-3-6:   Get the next point from the current trajectory and go to Step 1-3-1. 
Step 2:              Store the resulted accumulator value with its current trajectory number. 
Step 3:              Go to Step 1-1 to work with next trajectory. 
Step 4:              Retrieve the stored accumulator of each trajectory and sorted them 
                         decreasingly according to accumulated count value. 
Step 5:              Return the trajectory that has max value of accumulator that belongs to 
                         the more active motion of object , and all trajectories are sorted 
                         according to their complexity.  
End  
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4.2.  Second Approach  
After tracking all the objects in an input video, their corresponding trajectories are get, and this 

approach depends on computing the distance between any two points of each trajectory and all its  
consequence points with dependence on determining the allowed maximum distance. The following 
figure (Figure 1) explains the block diagram of second proposed approach. 

 

                                                        

                                                                
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                              
 
 

                                                             
                                
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.  Block diagram of proposed method. 
 

Input AVI Video 

Video Frames 

- Segmentation of first frame to 
determine objects. 

- Tracking all objects throughout all 
frames. 

 Trajectories 
of all objects 

Trajectory's Points 
Reduction 

 For Each Trajectory 

Compute distance from 
each point to each one 
of its subsequent points 

Count increasing 
if dist<= epsilon ε 

Select a trajectory 
with higher count 

Find trajectories of all objects 
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To determine the trajectory with complex shape that has curvatures which corresponds to the more 
active object, the distance dist between each two pixels is computed, compared with the value of 
epsilon variable ε, and compute the times when a distance dist is less or equal to ε. 

For example if the trajectory consists of points a, b, c, d, e, and f as shown in figure 2 that indicates 
the distances from each point to all other points.  

 Figure 2.  Distances between each point of trajectory and the others. 
 
Sometimes a video object going through a point that it went through in previous frames, or in 

certain frames an object stays in its position without any motion, this means that the corresponding  
trajectory of that object has reduplicated point, and they will be considered more than once while they 
appear once in the trajectory's graphic, this affects the accounts of distances, so that the points of each 
object's trajectory are reduced to ensure that each point appears once as in a trajectory's drawing. If a 
trajectory consists of five points for example a, b, c, d, e, and f points as in figure 2, the dotted lines 
explain the distances from each point to the others. 

The following algorithm indicates how to determine which trajectory is complex to select it for 
hiding the watermark in its corresponding object. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Algorithm 2: Determining Complex Trajectory (Based on Epsilon Parameter) . Input:     Epsilon Variable ε, Video Object Trajectories (Sets of n points, each point 
                as (x,y)). 
Output:  More Complex Trajectory. 
Begin Step 1:              For each video object trajectory  

  Step 1-1:         Reduce the trajectory's points (make each point has one appearance). 
  Step 1-2:         Set count variable to zero.   
  Step 1-3:         For each point in the current trajectory do (except the last point). 
    Step 1-3-1:   Compute the distance between the current point and each one of 
                         subsequent points as:      dist = ( − ) + ( − )   
                                                                                                             where  i< j<=n. 
    Step 1-3-2:   Test the resulted dist value according to the ε value. 
    Step 1-3-3:   Increment the count by one if dist<= ε. 
    Step 1-3-4:   Get the next point from the current trajectory and go to Step 1-3-1. 
Step 2:              Store the resulted count value with its current trajectory number. 
Step 3:              Go to Step 1-1 to work with next trajectory. 
Step 4:              Retrieve the stored count of each trajectory and sorted them 
                         decreasingly according to accumulated count value. 
Step 5:              Return the trajectory that has max value of count that belongs to 
                         the more active motion of object , and all trajectories are sorted 
                         according to their complexity.  
End 
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5. Experimental Results 
 After splitting the input video into frames, tracking all the object in a video throughout video's time, 
as the result the paths of all video object's motion are get (i.e. object's trajectory through frames). The 
experimental result was get with the input video of one kind of bacteria and its movement, figure 3 
displays samples of the resulted data of trajectories with some points for each one, whereas each group 
represents x and y position of an object, each group is for a different trajectory of an object. 

 
 
 

 

                                                                     
 
 
 

                                                                   Figure 3.  Samples of points of trajectories for some video objects through some frames. 
 
The trajectories of some objects are as shown in figure 4 that indicates the motion of each object 

throughout the frames of video. 
 

Object ID 1 
x         y 

Object ID 6 
x        y 

Object ID 9 
x         y 

Object ID 8 
x         y 

Object ID 7 
x         y 

Object ID 5 
x         y 

Object ID 4 
x         y 

Object ID 3 
x         y 

Object ID 2 
x         y 

Object ID 10 
x         y 
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 Figure 4.  Trajectories of video objects. 

     It is clear in figure 3 that there are points equal in its x and y coordinates, this means that an object 
is stable without any movement in a period of time, and there are points that an object goes to them 
although of its movement passing these point before, so that the points of each trajectory needs to 
reduce them to exceed such cases. 

When  applying the first algorithm, it returns the trajectories that are not more complex in their 
shapes of points distribution. Table 1 shows the results of first approach. 

 
 
 
 

 Trajectory of Object ID 1  Trajectory of Object ID 2  Trajectory of Object ID 3 

 Trajectory of Object ID 5  Trajectory of Object ID 6  Trajectory of Object  ID 4 

 Trajectory of Object ID 7  Trajectory of Object ID 8 

 Trajectory of Object ID 10 

 Trajectory of Object  ID 9 
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Table 1.  Results of first algorithm with sorting trajectories according to their shape complexity. 
 Object Trajectories IDs 

According to Shape Complexity 
  Trajectory of Object  ID   10 
Trajectory of Object  ID   5 
Trajectory of Object  ID   3 

       Trajectory of Object    ID   8 
Trajectory of Object   ID   9 
Trajectory of Object   ID   2 
Trajectory of Object   ID   6 
Trajectory of Object   ID   1 
Trajectory of Object    ID   7 
Trajectory of Object    ID   4   

 
It is clear that trajectories of objects IDs 1, 2, 6, 9, 10 are more five complex trajectories with more 

curvature. 
When  applying the second algorithm and compute distance from each point from each trajectory 

(except the last point) to each one of its subsequent point in the same trajectory. With every computed 
distance,  comparing it with the entered epsilon ε value increasing the value of count variable which 
implements the times of distances that less or equal to maximum determined distance between any two 
point. 

The ε implements the maximum distance which can aid to determine the way or shape of 
distribution a trajectory's point, thence specify which a trajectory with the complex shape of its point's 
allocation, which means selection a trajectory of an active object that has unexpected motion without  
gradual and sequential distribution of motion. Table 2 shows the results of the most complex 
trajectories (for example the more four complex, or as determining of  number of resulted trajectories) 
with different values of ε variable. 

 
Table 2.  Results of the most complex trajectories. 

Epsilon ε 
Value 

More Four Complex Trajectories 
Object trajectory No. Count value 

1 to 1.3 
Trajectory of Object  ID   1 

  Trajectory of Object  ID   10 
 Trajectory of Object  ID    9 
Trajectory of Object  ID    2 

66 
64 
61 
58 

1.5 to 1.8 
 Trajectory of Object   ID  1 
 Trajectory of Object   ID  2 
Trajectory of Object   ID 9 

  Trajectory of Object   ID 10 

119 
115 
115 
110 

2 to 2.3 
Trajectory of Object  ID   1 
Trajectory of Object  ID   9 
Trajectory of Object  ID   2 

  Trajectory of Object  ID   10 

168 
163 
154 
145 

2.5 
Trajectory of Object   ID  1 

     Trajectory of Object    ID  9   
Trajectory of Object   ID  2 

  Trajectory of Object   ID  10 

246 
226 
222 
207 

   

Less 
Complexity 
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6. Conclusions 
 

In order to increase the powerful and the characterized hiding algorithm, it doesn’t depend on 
hiding the watermark in fixed place in the frames of video. To avoid the weakness of watermark 
concealing in the same place through the video frames, so that this paper tends to determine which one 
of the objects trajectories is more complex with more curvatures in order to conceal the watermark in 
different locations within the frames depending on hiding within a selected object that has unexpected 
motion without  gradual and sequential points distribution of motion. 

The first approach does not give more complex trajectories and does not sort them according to 
complexity and more curvature. While the result of second approach was get with different values of 
epsilon ε, which represents the maximum distance between any two point. The results indicates the 
more complex trajectories (for example four trajectories) that are the same with ε value 1 to 1.3 with 
the same count for each, while when ε value 1.5 to 1.8 also the same complex trajectories are get with a 
difference in their sequence according to their complexity and their counts are also changed, when ε 
value 2 to 2.5, the same sequence of resulted trajectories is get with a difference their counts according 
to ε value change (maximum distance). Whenever increase ε value more, the approach begins leaving 
the more complex trajectories toward selects trajectories which have less complexity in their 
distribution of points. It is concludes that second approach gives more accurate results (trajectories 
with more complex shape).  

It is possible to add features of trajectories such as the total distance that an object was moved 
throughout a video (this feature is also means the length of a trajectory, and the speed of object's 
motion through all frames. If an algorithm of watermark hiding depends on more two active objects 
and the approach that is shown in this paper can return more than one complex trajectory as you 
determine, It is possible to select the most two trajectories that have complex shape, that correspond to 
their objects for hiding in them, from the resulted complex trajectories, depending on computing the 
features of length and speed for the returned trajectories with determining a weight for each feature, 
and the trajectories that have higher result of accumulation of multiplication each feature with its 
weight, will be returned as the selected trajectories.  
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